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An embedded smooth real hypersurfa e M in a omplex manifold X is Levi
at if it is foliated by smooth omplex hypersurfa es; this foliation will be alled
the Levi foliation of M and its leaves the Levi leaves. If M is real analyti then
for any point p 2 M there exists a holomorphi fun tion f = u+iv 2 O(U ) in an
open neighborhood of p, with df 6= 0 on U , su h that M \U = fx 2 U : v(x) = 0g
and the Levi foliation of M \ U is given by the level sets of u. In other words,
u and v are pluriharmoni fun tions su h that v is a lo al de ning fun tion for
M and ujM \U is a lo al rst integral for its Levi foliation. One might expe t
that an oriented, real analyti , Levi at hypersurfa e admits a pluriharmoni
de ning fun tion on suÆ iently simple domains, perhaps under an additional
analyti asumption su h as the existen e of a fundamental system of Stein
neighborhoods (see e.g. Theorem 2 in [T℄, p. 298). Here we show that, on the
ontrary, even a very simple domain in a real analyti Levi at hypersurfa e
may be a determining set for pluriharmoni fun tions.
THEOREM. There exist an ellipsoid B  C2 and a losed real analyti

Levi at hypersurfa e M in a neighborhood of B interse ting the boundary bB
transversely su h that A = M \ B has the following properties:
(i) A is di eomorphi to the three-ball and admits a Stein neighborhood basis.
(ii) Any real analyti fun tion on A whi h is onstant on ea h Levi leaf of A
is onstant.
(iii) Any pluriharmoni fun tion in a onne ted open neighborhood of A whi h
vanishes on A is identi ally zero.

An equivalent formulation of (iii) is that a holomorphi fun tion in a onne ted open neighborhood of A whi h is real valued on A is onstant. In our
example the Levi foliation of A is a simple foliation [G1 , p. 79℄ whose leaves
are omplex dis s. Likely one an also obtain an example with these properties
in the ball of C2. The example shows that it is impossible to obtain a pluriharmoni de ning fun tion without taking into a ount the stru ture of the
Levi foliation at bran h points, i.e., points where the Levi leaves split or merge.

Moreover, the problem may be extrinsi in the sense that it is only dete ted
after analyti ontinuation (as in our example).
On the other hand, a real analyti Levi at hypersurfa e M admits a
smooth asymptoti ally pluriharmoni de ning fun tion v on any simply onne ted relatively ompa t domain  M , i.e., su h that the pluri omplex
Lapla ian dd v is at on [FL℄. This suÆ es for many appli ations, espe ially
for the onstru tion of Stein neighborhood basis of ertain ompa t subsets.
Our onstru tion is based on the following.
PROPOSITION. Let D be the open unit dis in IR2 . There exists a real
analyti foliation F of IR2 by losed lines su h that any real analyti fun tion
on D whi h is onstant on every leaf of the restri ted foliation FjD is onstant.

REMARK. While we annot ex lude the possibility that an example of
this kind is ontained in the vast literature on the subje t, we ould not nd
a pre ise referen e in some of the standard sour es on erning foliations of the
plane ([HR℄, [Ha℄, [G1℄, [G2℄, [CC℄). Every smooth foliation of IR2 by lines has
a global ontinuous rst integral but in general not one of lass C 1 , not even in
the analyti ase (Wazewsky [W℄). However, there exists a smooth rst integral
without riti al points on any relatively ompa t subset (Kamke [K℄), and hen e
there is an essential di eren e between the smooth and the real analyti ase.
Our example is elementary and learly elu idates the main point.
Proof of the Proposition. Let (x; y ) be oordinates on IR2 . De ne subsets
E1 ; E2  IR2 by
E1 = fx < 1g [ fy > 0g; E2 = fx > 1g [ fy > 0g:

Let Fj denote the restri tion of the foliation fy = g 2IR to Ej (j = 1; 2).
Let be a real analyti orientation preserving di eomorphism of the half line
(0; +1), so limt#0 (t) = 0. (We do not require that extends analyti ally to
a neighborhood of 0; later we shall assume that is at at the origin.) Then
(x; y ) = (x; (y )) is a real analyti di eomorphism of the upper half plane
E1;2 = E1 \ E2 = f(x; y ) 2 IR2 : y > 0g onto itself whi h maps every leaf of
F1 jE1 2 to a leaf of F2jE1 2 . Let E be the quotient of the topologi al (disjoint)
sum E1 t E2 obtained by identifying a point (x; y) 2 E1 belonging to E1;2 with
the point (x; y) 2 E2 . The foliations Fj on Ej amalgamate into a real analyti
foliation F on E . By onstru tion E is a real analyti manifold homeomorphi
to IR2 , and hen e there exists a real analyti di eomorphism of E onto IR2.
(This follows in parti ular from the lassi ation theorem for simply onne ted
Riemann surfa es.)
We identify E with IR2 and denote the resulting real analyti foliation of
IR2 by F = F . Let : IR2 ! Q = IR2=F denote the natural proje tion onto
the spa e of leaves. Q admits the stru ture of a non-Hausdor real analyti
manifold su h that  is a real analyti submersion. (The real analyti stru ture
on Q is obtained by de laring that the restri tion of  to any small lo al analyti
;

;
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transversal ` to F is a di eomorphism of ` onto the open set (`)  Q. The
transition maps are given by isotopies along the leaves of F and hen e are real
analyti . For details see [HR℄ or [Ha℄.) In our ase Q is the quotient of the
topologi al sum IR1 t IR2 of two opies of the real axis IR obtained by identifying
a point t > 0 in IR1 with the point (t) 2 IR2 (no identi ations are made for
points t  0). The only pair of bran h points in Q (i.e., points without a pair
of disjoint neighborhoods) are those orresponding to 0 2 IR1 and 0 2 IR2 .
LEMMA 1. If is at at origin (limt#0 (k) (t) = 0 for k 2 IN) then every
real analyti fun tion on IR2 whi h is onstant on every leaf of F is onstant.
A real analyti fun tion f on IR2 whi h is onstant on the leaves
of F is of the form f = h Æ  for some real analyti fun tion h: Q ! IR. Su h
h is given by a pair of real analyti fun tions hj : IRj ! IR (j = 1; 2) satisfying
h1 (t) = h2 ( (t)) for t > 0. As t # 0, atness of at 0 implies atness of h1 at
0. Hen e h1 (and therefore also h2 ) must be onstant whi h proves Lemma 1.
Fix and onsider the following pair of subsets of E1 resp. E2:
Proof.

D1 = f 2 < x < 1; 1 < y < +2g;
D2 = f1 < x < 2; 1 < y < (2)g [
[ f 2 < x < 2; (1) < y < (2)g:

Let D be the subset of E = IR2 obtained from D1 t D2 by identifying pairs
of points via . Note that a point (x; y) 2 D1 with 1 < y < 2 gets identi ed
with (x; (y)) 2 D2 and no other identi ations o ur. Clearly D is a simply
onne ted domain in IR2 with ompa t losure and the spa e of leaves QD =
D=F of the restri ted foliation FjD is a non-Haudor manifold with two sheets
and a simple bran h at t = 1 2 IR1 resp. (1) 2 IR2 .
LEMMA 2. If is at at the origin then every real analyti fun tion f
on the domain D  IR2 onstru ted above whi h is onstant on every leaf of

F jD is

onstant.

Proof. As in Lemma 1 su h f is of the form f = h Æ  for some real
analyti h on QD = D=F . Su h h is given by a pair of real analyti fun tions
h1 : ( 1; 2) ! IR, h2 : ( 1; (2)) ! IR satisfying h1 (t) = h2 ( (t)) for 1 < t < 2.
By analyti ity the relation persists on the largest interval on whi h both sides
are de ned, whi h is (0; 2). By atness of at 0 we on lude as in Lemma 1
that h1 and h2 must be onstant. This proves Lemma 2.
Let F = F be the foliation of IR2 onstru ted above with the di eomorphism (t) = te 1=t of (0; +1) (whi h is at at 0), and let D  IR2 satisfy
the on lusion of Lemma 2. Choose a dis ontaining D; learly Lemma 2
still holds for this dis , and by an aÆne hange of oordinates on IR2 we may
assume this to be the unit dis . This ompletes the proof of the Proposition.
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REMARK. The Proposition holds for any foliation F onstru ted above
for whi h the di eomorphism of (0; +1) is su h that h Æ does not extend as
a real analyti fun tion to a neighborhood of 0 for any real analyti fun tion h
near 0. An example is t for an irrational > 0. The foliation of IR2 determined
by the algebrai 1-form ! = ( x)(1 + x)dy xdx has the spa e of leaves C 1 di eomorphi to the `simple bran h' Q determined by (t) = t [G2, p. 120℄;
hen e it might be possible to nd a dis D  IR2 satisfying the Proposition for
this foliation. These examples suggest that a real analyti foliation of IR2 only
rarely admits real analyti rst integrals on large relatively ompa t subsets.
Proof of the Theorem. Let F be a real analyti foliation of IR2 furnished by
the Proposition su h that any real analyti fun tion on D = fx21 +x22 < 1g  IR2
whi h is onstant on the leaves of FjD is onstant. Denote by (x1 + iy1 ; x2 + iy2 )
the oordinates on C2 and identify IR2 with the plane fy1 = 0; y2 = 0g  C2.
Complexifying the leaves of F we obtain the Levi foliation of a losed, real
analyti , Levi at hypersurfa e M in an open tubular neighborhood  C2
of IR2 . Set B = fx21 + x22 + (y12 + y22) < 1g where > 0 is hosen suÆ iently
large su h that B  . Note that B \ IR2 = D. A generi hoi e of insures
that M interse ts bB transversely (sin e transversality holds along bD \ M ).
Set A = M \ B  M . If B is suÆ iently thin (i.e., is suÆ iently large) then
learly A is di eomorphi to the losed three-ball. If a real analyti fun tion
u 2 C ! (A) is onstant on every Levi leaf of A then ujD is onstant on every leaf
of FjD and hen e is onstant. Thus A satis es property (ii) in the Theorem.
The foliation F of IR2 is transversely orientable and hen e admits a transverse real analyti ve tor eld  . Its omplexi ation is a holomorphi ve tor
eld w in an open neighborhood of IR2 in C2 su h that the eld iw is transverse
to M in a neighborhood of B provided that B is hosen suÆ iently thin. By
moving M o itself to either side using a short time ow of iw in a neighborhood of B we obtain thin neighborhoods of A with two Levi at boundary
omponents; interse ting these with rB for r > 1 lose to 1 gives a fundamental
system of Stein neighborhoods of A.
Suppose that v is a real pluriharmoni fun tion in a onne ted open neighborhood of A su h that vjA = 0. For every point x 2 A there is an open
onne ted neighborhood Ux  B and a pluriharmoni fun tion ux on Ux , determined up to a real onstant, su h that ux + iv is holomorphi on Ux . Sin e
A is ontra tible, we have H 1 (A; IR) = 0 and hen e the olle tion fux gx2A an
be assembled into a pluriharmoni fun tion u in a neighborhood of A su h that
u + iv is holomorphi . Sin e v jA = 0, u must be onstant on every Levi leaf on
A and hen e onstant by property (ii) of A. It follows that v is onstant and
thus identi ally zero. This proves the Theorem.
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